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 Rather than use large maps to show you a battlefield, the game is more about the decisions you make in the moment, reacting to situations as they arise. This quick-and-dirty guide is here to help you get started as quickly as possible. Here are the basics of the game: To start the game, tap on your squad in your platoon/company formation. You will enter a Quick Match scenario and be given a few
minutes to get your squad together and ready for battle. Combat Rules: These are what you use to interact with enemy units and cover your own units in battle. A small "help" icon will appear on the left side of the screen showing you how to use these rules. Vehicles: These are the combat vehicles you can use to get around the map. You will see the terrain you can traverse on the map and the terrain
you can't traverse. Movement: The arrows on the map show you the direction to go, as well as any obstacles in your way. You can tap on your unit to order them to move, or you can use the "Directional Commands" to quickly control your unit to a different part of the map. Resupply: These are points on the map where you can stock up on ammo and grenades. Strategically Deploy: These are points
where your units can be deployed for offensive actions. Usually, one of your units is tasked with attacking an enemy unit. For more information on the various types of troops, see the Units section. Getting Started Your first mission in COD4 is to get your squad together. You will select a mission with a set of objectives, as well as the number of points needed to accomplish them. You will need to

decide how many of each type of unit you want to use (Marines, Engineers, Helicopters, etc.) as well as where you want to deploy your troops for their mission. You will also need to make sure you have enough points to accomplish the mission. Once you've done that, you will then play your squad through the mission and make any adjustments before moving onto the next mission. This is similar to
playing a level in most other games. The Basics of Combat You have two types of actions in the game: Operational and Support. In Operation, you make use of your unit's abilities. Support gives you flexibility in how you deal with units on the battlefield, and can 82157476af
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